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PREFACE 
We teachers often times become so completely involved with our 
schoolroom duties and responsibilities to students that we have little 
inclination to see beyond the classroom, school, or community. It 
must be a comfortable feeling to believe tha.t all is well with our 
profession and that education has no problems or needs. Advances in 
the field of education are not achieved qy some magical device. 
School committeemen, legislators, and congressmen must be convinced 
that a problem exists and that some new legislation or appropriation 
is required to meet a need. There are many people, some educators 
and some laymen, working at all levels and at all times to see that 
education is not left behind in a fast moving and changing society. 
It is the professional responsibility of teachers to be informed on 
the needs of education in the community, state, nation, and even the 
world. And to be informed is only the beginning, for little can be 
accomplished without the active support of those most closely associated 
with the problem. 
The teacher organizations and lay groups, considered qy this author 
to be of major significance in influencing educational legislation 
in Massachusetts, are the subjects of this paper. It must be recognized 
that there are many more organizations, not herein studied, which are 
interested in education. These organizations, however, exert little 
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relative effort for the cause of education for their main interest is 
generally in another area. Their endorsement of educational legislation 
is desirable for the,y may represent an important segment of the popn-
lation. On the other hand, their opposition may have serious deterring 
effects upon the passage or needed legislation. The organizations to 
be discussed have, for the most part, a positive approach to education 
and education's needs. 
The first chapter is an introduction to the philosopl'zy" of pressure 
groups, their place in the American democratic system, and some of the 
practices involved in pressure action. It is hoped that the reader 
will begin to understand and appreciate the position of organized 
action upon the legislative process. 
Chapter two discusses the background, organization, legislative 
activity, and infhence of various teacher and la;y groups. Most of 
the material was gathered through personal interviews with people 
closely familiar with the organization's legislative program. Since 
this study is limited to pressure influences upon the Massachusetts 
State Legislature, known as the General Court, the presentation in 
this chapter deals primarily ~Jith state organizations and their state 
legislative programs. 
The third chapter traces some of the major educational legislation 
enacted within the past ten years. The chapter includes legislation 
involving teacher benefits, school aid, health and safety improvements, 
and school administration. The official publications of the previously 
v 
ctls<lllssed organizations provide most of the material for this part of 
the study. llthough it is not the purpose of the author to judge the 
relative 1ni'luence of i.ndividual pressu.re groups upon specii'ic legisla-
tion, it is noted that pressu.res from the groups ctls<lllssed in chapter 
two had signit'icant effect upon the passage of education bills. 
The fourth chapter includes a commentary on the participation of 
teachers in politics. Cooperation among professional groups and lay 
gr011ps is ctls<lllssed. 
The author wishes to acknowledge the cooperation shown by the 
following people in giving freel;y" of their time and knowledge for1b:l.s 
study. Maey" thanks go to: Salm.el Atkinson, Chairman of the statewide 
Committee for School Aid, John Corcoran, Elementary School Principals 
Association and Representative to the MTA state Legislative Committee. 
Hark Dalton, Legislative Agent for the Boston Teachers llliance, 
Eleanor Fallon, President of the Boston Teachers Union. Frank Games, 
President of the Massacbusetts Junior High School Principals Association, 
Hu.gh Nixon, Executive Secretary of the Mas::~acbusetts Teachers Association, 
Mrs. Martha O'Neil, Legislative Representative for the Massacbusetts 
Federation of Teachers, Fred Pitkin, Director of Research for the 
Mas::~acbusetts Teachers Association, Mrs. Charlotte R;y-an, Massacbusetts 
Congress of Parents and Teachers, and Mrs. Vernon C. stoneman, State 
Education Chairman of the League of Women Voters. 
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CHAPTER I 
THE ROIE OF THE PRESSURE GROUP 
The term pressure group will invariably provoke a negative or 
even more violent reaction from many people. It is particularly inter-
esting when one gets a firm denial of the term from a member of an 
organization which, to all appearances, would fit the accepted definition 
of a pressure group. In order to better understand this attitude 
toward the words •pressure group'l.. or if it is preferred, "lobby"-
it is necessary to look into the history of this type of legislative 
activity. 
The old lobby methods.-- Our history is full of scandalous 
tales of "dirty• lobbying with unfair influences upon Legislators. 
Even this year 19.56 has had a taste of what might resemble the more 
sordid aspects of lobbying. Quite a furor was aroused over alleged 
attempts to "pay off• a Senator for his support of a bill to repeal 
federal control of natural gas. We might take heart, however, in the 
fact that this incident did arouse a quick reaction in the Senate 
which formed a special investigating committee. Also, the President 
vetoed the bill, claiming that his action was stimulated by suspicions 
of unfair lobbying which surrounded the bill. It is encouraging 
when one recognizes that not so many years ago similar incidents 
would have passed unnoticed. 
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In the days of the old lobby, dinner parties, evenings around the 
fire, expensive liquors, and choice delicacies of food were the vogue 
in Washington. The men who lobbied for the wealthier groups had 
virtuaD;y unbounded resources with which to influence Congressmen. 
Friendly chatter while drinking a glass of fine wine is difficult to 
resist. An invitation to join with fellow Congressmen in an evening 
of good fun, at the expense of a lobbyist, is easy to accept. 
Congressmen are forced by desires for social communication to 
make friends with a certain social set and are thereby influenced 
!) 
by this set. The •social lobby" was an important influence upon the 
Legislators who were new to Washington and who wanted to find themselves 
a place in the social life of the city. For those Congressmen who 
were bachelors or whose families were left at home, women were often 
hired by the lobby interests to "make the men comfortable in Washington" 
lJ 
and to lure them into voting a .particular wa:y. 
Most material written on this subject deals with the lobbies 
in Washington, but tactics employed by these groups have also been 
tried at the state level. Job offers when the term of office expires, 
opportunities for family and friends, and large gifts are a few of 
the commonly used influences upon Legislators at the national, state, 
and local levels. These influences are by no means a thing of the past, 
J:.fE. Pendleton Herring, Group Representation Before Congress, John 
Hopkins Press, Baltimore, 1929, PP• 38-40. 
:G.f"IJM. ' p. 37. 
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but some of the abuses of the privilege of lobb,ying have been lessened 
both qy public awareness and legislative action. 
Legislation to eliminate the abuses of the lobby,-- Three important 
legislative measures passed at the beginning of this century brought 
lobqying into a new light. Open committee hearings of the Legislature 
give lobby spokesmen a chance to present their views before the committee 
members, newsmen, and interested citizens. The open hearing, qy 
its very nature, requires a meaningful and honest presentation from 
those pressuring for particular legislation, It is not meant to 
take the place of direct contact with individual Legislators, but 
the pressure group finds it necessary to avail itself of the opportunities 
presented qy open <Committee hearings, 
The second important historical event was the passage of the 
seventeenth amendment to the United States Constitution which requires 
the direct election of Senators. Previous to this amendment pressure 
groups took every opportunity to influence state Legislators into 
electing Senators in sympathy with the interests of their group, 
This type of abusive pressure action has been eliminated, 
The federal and state lobqy laws are the third measures which 
have brought about changes in lobqying. Massachusetts passed a lobby 
law as far back as 1890 and thus became a leader in the movement to 
prevent unfair practices employed qy pressure groups. The laws, in 
general, call for the registration of any paid lobqyist and a financial 
statement as to the expenses involved in the lobqy activities of the 
4 
organization. The laws further require' . that remuneration to lobb,yists 
must not be contingent upon the successful passage of a bill. A 
considerable measure of success has been realized through the enactment 
of these lobb,y laws. 
Tae function of the pressure group.-- Let us now consider the 
need for the existence of lobb,y groups. What part do pressure 
organizations play in a democratic government and a political organ-
ization such as we have in the United states? 
Alexis De Tocqueville, in the 19th century, spoke of this uniquely 
American institution in the most glowing terms. He said: 
"Thus the most democratic country on the face of the earth 
is that in which men have in our time carried to the highest 
perfection the art of pursuing in common the object of their 
common desires, and have applied this new science to the greatest 
number of purposes.•!/ 
It might be well to keep these thoughts in mind as one analyzes the 
position of the pressure group. Pressure groups are, as a matter 
of fact, merely a highly organized system tracing their mandate to 
the first amendment of the Bill of Rights in our Constitution. 
•----------the right of the people peaceably to assemble, and to 
petition the Government for a redress of grievances.• 
The men and women who represent special interests are, in most 
cases, dedicated to a cause and are honestly in pursuit of what they 
believe to be in the interest of a large majority of people. The 
J.fHenry steele Commager, Living Ideas in America, Harper and Brothers, 
New York, 1951, P• 199. 
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organizations with which this paper deals are interested in educational 
legislation to improve school facilit~es, to make teaching a more 
attractive profession, and in general, to see that the educational 
standards in Massachusetts are kept high. Certainly the representa-
tives of teacher groups and 1~ groups, activeS; the state house, 
are working for legislation which affects more than a small group of 
educators with special interests. Representatives of labor groups, 
farm organizations, manufacturers' associations, and similarly strong 
lobbies speak for a sizeable and important segment of the American 
people, although their cause differs in ma~ ways from that of the 
educators. ~ lobbyists are unpaid and the time they spend on 
legislative action is taken aw~ from their money making activities. 
k~ether paid or unpaid representative~ most lobbyists sincerely believe 
in the legislation which they seek to pass and expect that a large 
number of individuals will profit qy its enactment. 
Political parties have become dependent upon the special interest 
groups for direction in legislative planning. Party platforms are 
J.l 
framed qy the interest groups who pressure at party conventions. 
The political parties, both at conventions and during legislative 
sessions, rely on the lobbies to inform them of the sentiments of 
their particular groups. The lobbies have the important function of 
gathering data and making it available to Legislators. 
J./Frank R. Kent, The Gree,t Game of Polit:i.cs, Doubled~, Doran and 
Comp~. New York, 1928, pp. 265-266. 
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Pressure groups are, for the most part, non-partisan. It is 
their function to get the most from any party at a particular time. 
It would be poor policy to become ident.ified with one party when the 
other may hold the reins in the next Legislature. The groups discussed 
in this study have no politi-oal ties and never support a particular 
candidate for public office. 
Lobby methods.- The present day methods for influencing Legisla-
tors are referred to in detail, with reference to specific groups, 
in the second chapter. Probably the most commonly used and most effective 
method is the presentation before the open legislative committee hearings. 
If a bill to be heard before the committee is especially important 
to a group• the lobbyist will line up people to speak on the bill. 
On the other hand, should the group vehemently oppose a bill, speakers 
will meet to give arguments against its passage. Having a large number 
of people present at a hearing gives the effect of great interest in 
the legislation. 
The pressure groups are always interested in getting free publicity 
from the newspapers. It is of great advantage for a group to get 
a newspaper of wide circulation interested in its cause. Allorganiza-
tions send out news releases, but it is at the discretion of the newspaper 
to print the material. 
Letter writing and telegram sending campaigns are one of the 
oldest lobby methods. If the letters are convincing, this method may 
be of some value. Legislators, however, receive overburdening amounts 
of mail and very often the letters never get anY fUrther than the 
secretary's desk. Letters coming directly from the voters at home 
m~ pressure the Legislator if he feels his political career is at 
stake. 
7 
Pamphlets, journal reports, and radio and television advertising 
is carried on in varying degrees depending upon the organization. 
Each group adapts the methods to its own philosophy of pressure 
action. 
Lobby groups often exchange favors and work together on legislation. 
The endorsement of a politically powerful and respected group may be 
of consequence in influencing Legislators. The cooperative efforts 
of groups working for educational legislation will be observed in 
later chapters. 
The philosophY behind pressure action.-- The role of the pressure 
group, or group cooperation in a democracy, must be clearly defined. 
Freedom to organize for a cause is both a right and a responsibility. 
Woman suffrage, child labor laws, minimum teacher salaries, and manY 
respected social reforms would never have been enacted without coopera-
tive action. Democratic institutions including the institution of 
lobbying are subject to abuses, but this is the price of democracy. 
It is fortunate, however, that our form of government also provides 
for the possibility of eliminating some of the abuses. It would be 
fatal to condemn the ideal when some of the means are open to dispute. 
Pressure groups play a significant and vital role in a democratic,, 
representative government. 
CHAPl'ER n 
PRESSUP.E ORGANIZATIONS AND THEIR 
lEGISLATIVE ACTIVITIES 
1. The Massachusetts Teachers Association 
The organization having the largest teacher membership is perhaps 
the Massachusetts Teachers Association. According to its research 
department the approximate number of members including classroom 
teachers, principals, supervisors, and superintendents is 20,000. 
The organization is a member of the National Education Association 
founded in 1857 under the name of the National Teachers Association. 
The MTA, formerly known as the Massachusetts Teachers Federation, 
11 
was :fbunded in 1911. Its first magazine publication, Common Ground, 
was printed in June of 1914. It is interesting to note that this 
first publication included three articles pertaining to legislation, 
?J 11 !J:I 
namely, Recent Legislative News, New Laws? Perhaps?, and Tenure. 
Many of the subjects mentioned in these articles are strangely familiar 
to us for the legislative proposals such as tenure, teacher certification, 
1/A Massachusetts Teachers Association was founded in 1845. This small 
group joined with the MTF in 1919. See Massachusetts Teachers 
Association, A Bit of MTA - MTF Histoty, July 15, 1955· 
£/The Massachusetts Teachers Federation, Common Qround (June, 1914), 
1:12. 
J./Ibid., P• 18, 
!J:/Ibid., PP• 22-26. 
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and retirement at sixty years of age, which were suggested in 1914, 
have become law or been redefined only in recent years, The periodic 
publications in these early years invariably contained news on recently 
enacted laws and propEed legislation. In 1914 Common Ground was 
urging its readers to become more aware of legislation pertaining 
to education, a plea not unfamiliar to us today, 
Organizing for legislation,-- The Massachusetts Teachers Association 
works on many fronts in promoting educational legislation. Within its 
own ranks there is an organizational system intended to represent the 
interests of geographical areas and special groups. The Legislative 
Committee Planning Board is made up of twenty-one members including 
representatives from various parts of the state and from interest 
groups such as the principals and superintendents associations. This 
board determines the legislative program of the MTA as to bills 
which the organization will support and those it will oppose. The 
program is printed and sent to the MTA local organizations and is 
published in the monthly magazine, The Massachusetts Teacher. 
In addition to the Legislative Committee Planning Board there is 
a Statewide Legislative Committee composed of delegates from each local 
organization, This committee is not a policy making group but rather 
a group whose purpose it is to disseminate legislative information, 
The delegates are given insight into pending bills and informed on the 
activities of the MTA lobbyists in the Legislature. They then report 
the information to their local groups with the hope tha.t teacher 
10 
interest and support may be aroused, 
A special campaign for legislation.-- In 1952 the State Aid 
Campaign Committee was organized for the specific purpose of working 
on legislation for state aid, An executive director was appointed 
together with a publicist, advertising man, and legislative agent, 
A state aid bill was filed and the committee, supported qy teachers' 
contributions, worked two years trying to get it passed, A large 
public relations program was carried on including press releases, 
radio, and paid advertising, The bill was never passed but the work 
of the cow~ttee left its mark, state aid is a big issue in the 1956 
Legislature with the public beginning to recognize the need. The state 
aid bills presented qy the MTA will be discussed in a later chapter. 
The research department.-- Another important d.ivision of the 
Massachusetts Teachers Association is the research department. This 
department publishes statistical data on comparative teacher salary 
scales of Massachusetts towns, figures on aid to education comparative 
to other states, and teacher salaries relative to other occupational 
groups and to the cost of liv-ing increases, Data on salaries, expendi-
tures per pupil, and per capita income is expected to create interest 
in pending educational legislation, 
Pressure action on the Legislature.-- The Massachusetts Teachers 
Association is considered to be a pressure group because it extends 
its legislative work beyond the scope of its internal organization. 
The Association representatives contact Legislators in committee 
ll 
hearings and legislative sessions. The executive secretary and the 
chairman of the Legislative Committee Planning Board are registered 
as paid lobb,rists and have the privileges of such. The executive 
director of the state Aid Campaign Committee and the committee's 
legislative agent were also listed as paid lobbyists during the special 
campaign. These people make contacts with the Legislators during the 
sessions, in their offices, in the state house halls, and wherever 
else they may be reached. When bills come up for hearing before the 
standing committees of the Legislature, the lobb,yists are on hand to 
speak for or against its passage out of committee• If a bill is of 
special significance, teachers, superintendents, civic leaders, and 
others are lined up by the MTA, to speak at the committee hearing. 
These people are probably most vocal at the hearings of the Committee 
on Education for bills pertaining to education must first be passed 
by this committee before following their course through other committees 
and finally to the floor of the Legislature. 
Spreading legislative news.-- Most issues of The Massachusetts 
Teacher carry reports on proposed legislation, committee hearings, 
special legislative committees, new laws, and amendments to old laws. 
The readers are constantly urged to be informed on bills and to make 
contact with local Legislators. other bulletins and pamphlets are 
published and sent to local :!-ITA organizations. These also are intended 
to inform member tea.chers and other interested groups of education's 
needs and of pending legislation. A booklet worthy of special note was 
published in 1955. 
u 
It is a handbook for local associations entitled 
Professional and Public Relations and it contains tips on how to gain 
support for educational legislation from civic groups and how to carry 
on a public relations program through newspapers, radio, and television. 
In recent years the association has employed four part time 
field representatives who are on hand to visit and speak with local 
organizations on legislative matters. Press conferences are held 
and newspapers carry releases on the position of the MTA. In certain 
instances radio and television have been used in this public relations 
program. 
The potential influence of the MTA.-- The Massachusetts Teachers 
Association does not expect that its legislative program can be carried 
forth solely through the efforts of the lobqyists and special people 
who attend committee hearings. This may be the reason for the constant 
reminders to teachers that educational legislation is their business 
and that their support is needed. The MTA represents strength in numbers -
how much strength in teacher support? 
2. The Massachusetts School 
Superintendents Association 
In addition to the Massachusetts T~achers Association there are 
other organizations to which school administrators may belong. The 
principals have three associations on each of the grade divisions, 
elementary school, junior high school, and senior high school. These 
groups are concerned primarily with common school problems and inter-
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school relations, According to representatives of the principals' 
groups the legislative interests of these organizations are carried 
on through the }!TA for each group is represented on the Legislative 
Committee Planning Board. This is the only legislative action in which 
the principals engage. 
There is a fourth organization, the Massachusetts School Super-
intendents Association, which has an active legislative program. 
According to a member of the group, the association represents approxi-
mately 225 superintendents from 351 towns and cities in the state. 
Organizing for legislation.-- The type of action in which the 
association will engage is determined b,y policies adopted b,y the 
group. The actual bills to be introduced, supported or opposed are 
discussed and voted upon b,y the Legisla.tive Committee. The committee 
consists of one active member and one alte~2te from each of the nine 
regional groups throughout the state. 
The superintendents have neither the time nor the finances with 
which to carry on an elaborHte public relations program. The only 
major materials are the recommendations of the Legislative Committee 
which are sent to all members. Sometimes more detailed coverage 
of specific legislation is printed but this, too, is done in a simple 
mimeographed form. 
Legislative pressuring.-- Since the Superintendents• Association 
does not employ a paid lobbyist, its work is carried on by members on 
their own time. These representatives, therefore, are not able to 
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engage in extensive action at the state house. ~~st of their work is 
carried on in the committee hearings. The association is represented 
atail.l hearings which deal with bills of interest to superintendents. 
The MSSA and the MTA.-- The Massachusetts School Superintendents 
Association is closely tied in with the Hassachusetts Teachere Associa-
tion. The chairman of the Legislative Cnrnmittee is a member of the 
!<!rA Legisb.tive Committee Planning Board. Since th<e legislative pro-
grams of the two grou::;s are so similar, much of the work and time 
devoted t.o legislation by the MI'A serves the purpoces of both organiza-
tions. Further discussion of cc>o::;eration bet,·reen ore;an.iO\ations will 
continue in Lo.ter chapters. 
The effect of a superintendents groun,-- Although the su.perintendents 
do not engae;e in the extensive legislative research, public relations, 
and pressure action of other groups, they carry a great deal of influence 
as school administrators. These people may be responsible for carrying 
out new laws pertaining to the schools. As administrators they see the 
needs for or consequences of n-ew legislation, The extra !lUSh +.o 
convince Legislators that a higher minimum salary is necessary to 
attract good teachers, or that more school aid is needed to meet 
building needs, is the responsibility of the superintendents, 
3. The Massachusetts Federation of Teachers 
Another state organization which has been a.ctive in recent years 
is the Massachusetts Federation of Teachers. This organization is the 
state hranch of the .tunerican Federation of Te8chers, an A.F. or L. national 
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union. There is a record of a Greater Boston teachers local as far 
back as 1914. In later years another Boston teachers union was activated 
but that too dissolved. It has been only in the last few years that 
the Federation has taken a place among the major teacher pressure groups 
in Massachusetts. The slow process of unionization in this area 
has been explained b,y a Federation member who indicated that New 
England's conservatism has prevented teachers from recognizing that 
labor unions are an acceptable approach to organized action. 
The Massachusetts Federation of Teachers represents, at this 
writing, fifteen local organizations, one of which is the Boston 
J.l 
Teachers Union. The Federation operates on a small budget from the 
dues of individual members. Funds for printed materials are supported 
in part b,y the national union. 
The work of the Committee on Legislation.-- The constitution of 
the Federation calls for a standing committee on legislation. The 
chairman of the committee is elected at the annuHl state meeting and 
representatives from the locals make up the committee membership. 
This group holds frequent meetings to decide on the legislAtive program 
of the Federation. Bills are submitted to the State Legislature either 
in the name of the Federation or b,y petition of a Senator or House 
member. The latter method is usually preferred for the prestige 
value of a Legislator's endorsement. 
J./The total membership is unobtainable for the state house record is 
sworn to secrecy and the union office will not publish actual 
membership figures. 
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Representation at the Legislature,-- The chairman o£ the Federation's 
Committee on Legislation (re£erred to as the legislative representative) 
attepds the open hearings of the Committee on Education at the state 
house and is prepared to speak £or the Federation in support of or 
against a bill, If' a bill of particular importance should be scheduled 
£or a hearing, the legislative representative will ask that a number 
o£ teachers attend the hearing to speak on the proposed bill, The 
legislative representative is not registered as a paid lobqyist so 
that the majority o£ his work must be done in committee hearings and 
in personaloontacts with the Legislators outside o£ the legislative 
sessions. 
Informing the teachers in the locals.-- The Bulletin, which appears 
two or three times a year, contains some material on the legislative 
activities of the Federation. The bills supported and opposed are 
explained and the teachers are urged to make their voices heard qy 
contacting their Legislators, The organization has also printed a 
pamphlet on the laws passed through the e££orts o£ the Federation, 
Most of the information on legislation, however, is carried to the 
locals by the representatives to the Commit.tee on Legislation, 
The philosophy o£ the union.- A word must l:le said £or the support 
given to the Federation o£ Teachers by the Massachusetts Federation o£ 
Labor, the American Federation of Teachers, and £urther, the American 
Federation o£ Labor. Strength through association with others who are 
working £or a similar cause is one o£ the philosophies o£ unionization, 
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There is a feeling of solidarity in being a part of the American labor 
movement~ The teachers union recognizes this and regards itself as 
a part of this movement. 
It is difficult to evaluate the future political strength of the 
union for, as previously noted, teachers in trds area are conservative 
about unionization. In other parts of the country teachers unions are 
strong and wield considerable legislative influence. The Massachusetts 
Federation of Teachers claims a growing membership and a growing political 
strength. 
4. The Boston Teachers Alliance 
This paper deals primarily with state organizations whose pressure 
action is directed at state-wide legislation. It is felt necessary, 
however, to include one local organization which represents a concentrated 
number of teachers and is active at the General Court. 
Within the city of Boston there are two teacher organizations. 
The Boston Teachers Union, which is a local of the Massachusetts 
Federation of Teachers, and the Boston Teachers Alliance, an independent 
organization. Although the Boston Teachers Union is the largest 
local in the state, extensive details on its legislative activities 
are unnecessa!'"IJ for this study. The union is represented at the state 
house by the MFT legislative representative who speaks for all the 
locals including the Boston group. 
The history of the Boston Teachers Alliance.-- The Boston Teachers 
Alliance has an interesting history in that it was organized in 1946 as 
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a result or a teacher protest against the chairman or the school committee. 
The chairman had advocated the dismissal or some teachers who had publicly 
stated that the morale of Boston teachers was at a looT point, due in 
part to the low salaries and to the administration of the school 
committee. More than twelve separate teachers organizations banded 
together to form the Alliance and in 1947 this organization supported 
the election of three new school committee members including a new 
1/ 
chairman. Also in the 1947 electior;, the Alliance sa.w an overwhelming 
majority vote on a referendum for equal pay for men and women teachers, 
an issue for which teachers had fought maey years. This was the only 
time that the organization took an active part in an election campaign. 
There are approximately 3800 classroom teachers in the city and 
5:.1 
the Alliance claims to represent a majority of this number. The 
organization has been concerned primarily with improving the position 
of the Boston teacher; however, the Alliance, represented by a paid 
registered lobbyist, has endorsed and spoken in favor of state legis-
lation on pensions, state aid, and tenure. Much of the groundwork 
required for the latter type of legislation is left to other organiza-
tions. 
studying state legislation.-- A seven member legislation committee, 
appointed by the president, studies and reports on proposed legislation, 
1/The only organization which did not join the Alliance was the Boston 
Teachers Union. 
£,./The Executive Board of the Boston Teachers Alliance will not allow the 
exact membership .figure to be disclosed. 
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devoting most of its attention to legislation which concerns Boston 
schools. The recommendations of the committee are sent to the Executive 
Board which reviews them and sul:mits them to the District Deleg'<tion 
for final approval. The District Delegation is a body of one hundred 
members elected to represent the school districts of the city. The 
legislative agent (or registered lobqyist) is then mandated to work 
for the enactment of the program as passed qy the Delegation. 
The emphasis in legislation.-- Boston is in a unique position 
in that it is the only city or town whose school conmdttee is limited 
by state statute in the amount of money which it may spend. In fighting 
for increases in teachers• salaries the Alliance has had to appeal to 
the Legislature·to lift the ban on the spending power of the Boston 
School Committee in order to a.llow for an improved salary schedule. 
The law requires that if the approval of the Mayor and the City 
Council is forthcoming, only a majority vote of the House and Senate 
is needed. If, however, the approval of the former two cannot be 
acquired, the increased appropriation must be passed by a two-thirds 
vote of the House and Senate. If a fight is successful within the 
city, it is probable that the issue will require very little pressure 
upon the General Court. In that s&lary increases involve a good deal 
of politicking with the Mayor, the City Council, and the State Legislature, 
the major proportion of the legislative work of the Alliance involves 
the salary schedule of Boston teachers. 
The legislation committee and the legislative agent publish research 
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materials of similar content to that of the Massachusetts Teachers 
Association. Comparative teacher salary schedules of Boston and other 
major cities, real wages comparative to 1939, and the proportion of 
tax income given to schools are a few of the materials printed in the 
fonn of briefs. These briefs are sent to the Mayor, the City Councilmen, 
the Superintendent of Schools, the Assistant Superintendents, and the 
School Committee members. The briefs, along with press releases, are 
sent to the major city newspapers, and television and radio editors. 
The march to the state house.-- Teacher support in the way of 
personal contacts or letters to Legislators is rarely requested. One 
rather colorful demonstration was the march to the state house in April 
of 1947 in protest to a cut in the proposed appropriations increase for 
the Boston School Committee. The school committee had requested an 
increase in appropriations for teachers' salaries. A compromise 
was accepted and passed by the Legislative Committee on Municipal Finance. 
When the issue reached the floor of the House, however, a thirty per cent 
cut was requested by the floor leaders after a conference with the 
Governor. The teachers decided in a mass meet.Ln;o to march to the 
Governor's office to demonstrate their protest to the added cut. 
This was an unusual event for this approach is not generally advocated 
by the Alliance. As previously noted legislative pressuring is done 
primarily by the lobbyist. 
The legislative influence of the Alliance.-- The Boston Teachers 
Alliance carries a moral support to the state house if not always a 
concerted effort for statewide educational legislation. 
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The Alliance 
is concerned primarilY with legislation for higher teacher salaries 
in Boston; however, their endorsement of other bills is important to 
those who work for legislation in all areas of education. 
5· The statewide Committee for School Aid 
To limit a study of legislative activity to onlY teacher groups 
might indicate that these groups are the lone fighters for educational 
legislation. In actuality there are many organizations within the state 
which interest themselves in the problems of public education. These 
organizations may be interested in many and varied legislative subjects; 
however, their support of legislation pertaining to education is 
significant and their political weight is required to force the scales 
to the side of education. It is difficult to give a complete list of 
these organizations for many are interested in a particular segment 
of the educational program and will support legislation onlY as it 
applies to their regional or economic interests. 
In the course of political affairs, hm·Tever, a time will arise 
when a particular public need is felt qy a majority of people. This 
need may be satisfied onlY qy state or legislative assistance. The 
pressure exerted by a professional group is inadequate in influencing 
legislative activity. Their work is often supplemented by the activities 
of other interested groups: professional organizations, labor groups, 
business people, and other special interests. Some of these organi-
zations will be brieflY discussed later in the chapter. 
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Of particular note is a group which falls into a category of a 
special committee set up to pressure for legislation to meet a current 
need. The Statewide Committee for School Aid was formed in 1954 through 
the efforts of the Massachusetts Council for Public Schools. The 
Statewide Committee has a unique organization in that it draws its 
forty member committee from civic leaders throughout the state. 
The members meet in the Committee as individuals, not as representa-
tives of a particular organization. It is apparent, however, that these 
people support state aid and that their support carries weight within 
their o;m professional or political group. It is expected that the 
Committee members will make a special effort to inform and obtain 
the support of their friends, be they school superintendents, teachers, 
labor unionists, women voters, parents, veterans, school committeemen, 
or businessmen. 
Publicity on the Statewide Committee.-- The statewide Committee 
for School Aid has been dependent upon the donations of members and 
other interested individuals· for its limited fUnds. The amount of 
material printed by the Committee is small; however, the material which 
is sent out deserves some note. The membership of the Committee is 
publicized, eBpecially to Legislators. The press publishes reports 
on, the activities of the group and has given special coverage to the 
state aid hearings of the Legislative Committee on Education. Before 
the hearing date all Legislators receive copies of the bills proposed 
by the Statewide Committee and many Legislators are contacted personally. 
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Letters are sent to interested individuals announcing the date of the 
open hearing and asking them to contact others who might attend. The 
individual members of the Statewide Committee for School Aid send 
announcements to people in their region or professional group. It 
is expected that this type of publicity will result in a chain reaction 
so that news of the proposed legislation may be spread throughout the 
state and among various groups. 
The statewide Committee introduced two bills on state aid in the 
1955 Legislature, both of which were defeated. Two new bills have been 
filed with the 1956 Legislature. These bills show a more direct approach 
to the solution of the state aid problem than the proposals of the 
previous year. The content of the bills will be discussed in the 
next chapter. 
The importance of a special committee.-- The teachers groups 
previously discussed, and the. organizations to be discussed, are 
involved with many and varying types of legislation. The Statewide 
Committee, however, devotes itself only to the state aid problem and 
thus exerts a concerted effort on a currently "hot" issue. According 
to the Chairman of the Statewide Cooocattee for School Aid there are 
only two ways to raise mon~, both of which have been submitted by 
this group in the form of legislative bills. The Committee aFpears to 
be an active pressure prganization imbued with a cause and hitting 
directly at a solution. Satisfaction was felt when an exceptionally 
large audience appeared at the first Committee on Education hearing 
on state aid. 
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6. The Massachusetts Congress of Parents and Teachers 
The Massachusetts Congress of Parents and Teachers is an organiza-
tion whose paid membership of 128,000 indicates a potential strength 
1/ 
greater perhaps than any previously discussed group. The Congress 
has been in existence since 1910 and, according to the past president, 
it has been politically active since about 1947. The payment of 
dues on the local level includes membership in the state organization 
and in the National Congress of Parents and Teachers, the national 
representing over nine million parents, teachers, and other citizens, 
and having forty-eight state organizations plus the District of y 
Columbia Congress and the Hawaii Congress. The national administration 
outlines a general three year action program which lends some direction 
to the state congresses. A state congress, however, works out the 
details of its legislative program in accordance with the state's 
needs. 
The legislative interests of the Massachusetts Congress of 
Parents and Teachers differs from that of the teacher groups in that 
the emphasis is on the welfare of children and youth. The single 
piece of legislation for which the Congress fought hardest in the last 
few years is but indirectly related to education. Success was achieved 
in 1954 in the passage of a bill favoring the hospitalization of sex 
1/This figure was obtained from an officer of the organization. 
~/National Congress of Parents and Teachers, General Information about 
the National Congress of Parents and Teachers, p. 1. 
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offenders. The organization is still working for legislation needed 
to finance the building of the hospital. Legislation to improve the 
status of the teacher is important in so far as it aids in promoting 
the betterment of the school and thus, the welfare of the child. 
The legislative program.-- The state convention ap9roves a 
General Legislative Program. In accordance with this program a 
Legislative Program Committee of seven members selects the bills 
to be supported or opposed and submits the list for approval to the 
Board of Managers. The approved list becomes the Legislative Action 
Program and this program is published and explained in the monthly 
magazine, the Massachusetts Parent-Teacher. The statewide Legislative 
Action Committee, under the direction of the Chairman for Legislation, 
is responsible for the enactment of this program. In addition, each 
member of the Legislative Program Committee is expected to follow the 
bills pertaining to a particular phase of the program and to keep the 
organization informed on such. 
The Congress does not have a paid lobbyist and its methods at 
the state house are lllllch the same as those discussed with reference 
to other groups. Attendance at committee hearings, personal contacts, 
and letters to Legislators are stressed. 
The distribution of legislative news.-- The~~ssachusetts Parent-
Teacher is the major source for the distribution of legislative news. 
Letters are sent to the legislative chairmen of the local tUlits announcing 
committee hearings and sometimes requesting a special vote at local 
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meetings to determine sentiment on proposed legislation. Speakers from 
the state organization are sent to local units at their request. As 
is done in other organizations, press releases are sent to the newspapers. 
The Congress as a pressure group.-- A forthright statement on 
terminology acceptable in describing the Congress indicates the 
J.l 
philosopny of the organization and is wortny of special note. 
"Q. When we are called a pressure group, what shall we 
answer? 
A. We ARE a pressure group, and a necessary one, for the 
best purposes in the world, whose methods and policies 
are completely open to the world." 
The MCPT firmly believes in the principle of pressure action and sees 
itself as having even greater political influence in the future. 
7. The League of Women Voters 
It is significant to note that Item I of the 1955-1957 state 
agenda of the League of Women Voters of Massachusetts is concerned 
with state aid to education and welfare. The philosopny of the 
League restricts its members to action only after careful study and 
understanding of proposed legislation. To have the League studying 
current educational legislation is indeed important to those who are 
concerned with keeping education's needs before the Legislature and 
the public. 
The League believes that a local group must first be informed on 
its own community and requires that the group do a co~~ty study 
]./Massachusetts Congress of Parents and Teachers, Legislative Handbook, 
p. 3· 
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project before being accepted as a member of the state and national 
1./ 
associations. According to the state office there are, at this 
writing, sixty-five local leagues in Massachusetts, representing 
approximately ll,OOO members. The national has a membership of 
127,000 with nearly 1,000 local Leagues in forty-eight states, Alaska, y 
Hawaii, and the District of Columbia. The League has been active 
in this state since 1920. 
Establishing the legislative program.-- Discussion on bills before 
the State Legislature is carried on qy the local leagues under the 
direction of a legislative chairman. The bills of interest to League 
members are sent from the state office, almost weekl;y, in the form of 
"clip sheets." These sheets are used qy the local groups as a guide 
for discussion. The legislative chairman of the local is expected to 
inform the state chairman of the feeling of the group on proposed bills. 
Definite stands to be taken qy the League are decided at the 
January legislation meeting at which each local group is represented. 
No stand is taken unless there is strong agreement on an issue. 
There are two people on the state Board of Directers who are 
directly concerned with educational legislation. The Chairman on 
Legislation and the Chairman on Education are informed on the needs 
and problems of the schools and on the activities of the Legislature. 
1./For an overall picture of the work of the League of Women Voters, 
see The Christian Science Monitor, February 9, 1955, P• 9. 
£/Ibid., P• 9. 
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These people are responsible for representing the League at the General 
Court. 
Pressure on the Legislators.-- The work of the League at the 
state house falls into much the same pattern as other pressure organi-
zations. Representatives attend the committee hearings and, of course, 
the Chairman on Education follows closely the hearings of the Committee 
on Education. When an important bill, one in which the League has been 
particularly interested, is before the Legislature, the state president 
will fend out a 11 call to action. • The "call to action" consists of a 
prtnted sheet explaining the importance of a bill and urging members 
to contact their Legislators immediately for the bill is at that time 
a "ripe" issue. This organized procedure insures a successful response 
from local leagues. 
Members of the League of Women Voters are called upon to sit on 
specialmmmissions established b,y the Legislature. The League has 
recently been interested in the needs of the state teachers colleges 
and one of its members has been on the commission investigating that 
subject. 
Spreading legislative information.-- The League encourages public 
discussion of issues, and forums may be held at the local level 
providing the purpose is primarily to study and inform the participants 
on an issue. Partisan presentations are discouraged. Press releases 
are given to the newpapers and members write letters to editors. The 
League publishes eight issues per year of the IWV Bulletin and these 
contain information on legislative activities. The previously mentioned 
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"clip sheets• are the main source of legislative information for members. 
These sheets often give the hearing dates on bills before a particular 
legislative committee. Some use is made of fliers or pamphlets during 
a special campaign. 
The influence of the League.-- The League of Women Voters prides 
itself on the careful study and consideration it gives to all iesues 
within its legislative program. In the field of education it is con-
cerned with tea.chers colleges, certifica.tion requirements, financial 
independence of school committees, and increased state aid to schools. 
The process of legislative action may be slowed down by the caution 
exercised in polling the opinions of members, but the League is a 
highly respected organization and its interest in the problems and 
progress of education in Massachusetts is important to eontinued 
legislation, 
CHAPTER m 
EDUCATIONAL lEGISLATION 
Educational legislation is a term broadly used to describe any 
bills or laws pertaining to the f'unctioning o:f the public school system. 
This includes legislation both o:f statewide interest and o:f only local 
implication. Many problems arise which are unique to a particuJ.ar 
town or school but which, because o:f existing laws, require action 
at the state level. This type o:f legislation has a limited e:f:fect 
upon the educational system and, therefore, is not the concern o:f this 
study. The legislation to be discussed in this chapter a:f:fects all 
schools, teachers, administrators or students involved in the public 
school s.rstems o:f Massachusetts. 
Bills and laws, introduced and passed witr.i.n the la.st :five to 
ten years, will be considered. Legislative activity in each major 
area will be traced back to the year in which significant advances or 
changes in educational legislation may be observed. 
1. Certification 
The idea o:f statewide standards :for the certification o:f teachers 
was not new in 1951, the year in which the :first certification law 
was passed. Back in 1914, standard requirements :for the teaching 
1/ 
profession were given serious consideration. In recent yea.rs the 
;!)Massachusetts Teachers Federation, "New Laws? Perhaps?, 11 Common 
Ground (June, 1914), 1:18. 
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need for a certification l'3.W Has more strongJ.;y felt, for Massachusetts 
lagged far behind other states in this type of' legislation, Teacher 
groups, the superintendents, and the state Board of Education, with 
the support of lay organizations, pressured for the passage of some type 
of' certification law, 
The 1951 law was a: first step toward setting standards to be met 
b.r new teachers entering the profession. It required that all teachers, 
excepting those in grades one through five, substitutes, exchange 
teachers, and vocational or trade school teachers, had to possess a 
bachelor's degree or be graduates of' a normal school approved by the 
certification board, Semester hours in education courses were to be 
required, increasing in number over a three year period, Special 
requirements were set up for people engaged in school administration, 
The 1952 Legislature took both "forward" md 'backward" steps in 
the area of certification. All teachers, excepting o~- grades one 
through five, were now required to have a bachelor's degree or be 
graduates of' an approved normal school, On the other hand, the 
provisions for education courses were postponed until 1954, 
The last significant change in the certification law took place 
in 1953. The educational background required of school personnel 
reads as follows: "---------- all teachera, principals, supervisors, 
directors, superintendents, and assistant superintendents must possess 
a bachelor's degree or be graduates of a normal school approved b.Y 
11 
the board -------·" Futther, teachers must meet courses of study 
1/General Court of Massachusetts, Laws of 1952, Chapter 264. 
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requirements, set up qy the board, within three years of their promulgation. 
At various times bills have been proposed to exclude certain teachers 
from the certification law. These attempts have been unsuccessful. 
The Massachusetts certification requirements are not as restricting 
as those in other states. The standards to be met, however, suggest 
that the teaching profession is regarded as a higb1y skilled occupation 
demanding specific educational background. 
2~ state Aid 
The year 1947 appeared to be a significant date in the battle 
for increased state aid to education. A report by the Legislature's 
two year Special Recess Commission on Educa~Matters pointed up 
1/ 
rather startling figures on the state aid picture. It was reported 
that the state paid but 9 per cent of the total cost of operating the 
public schools, while the national average of all forty-eight states 
was JO per cent, The Comwission recommended that the school aid fund, 
of approximately $6,000,000 annually, be increased to $25,000,000. 
It was further suggested that this amount be raised through a l per cent 
tax on retail sales. As an added boost to the issue, the Governor 
sent a message to the Legislature in which he recommended an even larger 
aid fund, He suggested a 2 per cent tax on retail sales in order to 
raise the school aid fund to $J4,ooo,ooo. 
Numerous bills were proposed differing in suggested appropriations, 
The issue had the support of organizations and individuals including 
1/The Massachusetts Teachers Federation, "A Report on State Aid Efforts," 
The Massachusetts Teacher (October, 1947), 27:1)-14. 
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the Special Commission, the Governor, the Committee on Education, 
the Committee on Taxation, the Massachusetts Association of Mayors, 
the Massachusetts Federation of Taxpayers Associations, some real 
11 
estate people, and others. The idea of state aid was sold, but the 
method of obtaining the needed funds could not be resolved. Many 
factions opposed the sales tax; others opposed an increase in income tax. 
As a result, the 1947 legislative session ended with the passage of a 
weakened bill simply calling for $1,000,000 of new money to be made 
available to towns for defraying school transportation costs, and 
a bill to lessen the state tax burden on cities and towns. 
A new state aid bill.-- Although the 1947 Legislature did not 
succeed in appropriating significant additional fUnds for school aid, 
it did serve to highlight the problem. School aid became an increasingly 
important issue in future Legislatures. In 1948 the state aid law 
was changed so that cities and towns received additional appropriations 
of about $9,000 1 000. The total school aid fund now amounted to ~/ 
$15,000 1 000. Appropriations were determined on a per pupil basis, 
taking into account the town's equalized valuation in comparj_son with 
the state's equalized valuation (determined qy the General Coturt). 
Since 1948, no new proposals have been passed. The school population 
is increasing, school buildings are becoming obsolete, teachers a~? 
demanding higher salaries, and general costs of school operations are 
lfOp. cit., P• 14. 
~/The $15,000,000 figure pays operating costs but does not include 
additional fringe benefits paid qy the state such as special classes, 
transportation, teachers' pensions, and building assistance. 
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steadily on the upgrade. The school aid fUnd now costs the state about 
$24,000,000, this increase due to a larger number of pu,>ils being con-
sidered under the 1948 hw. Most legislative sessions in the past 
ten years have set up special commissions to study the school aid 
problem. Some of the facts and figures presented in the most reoent 
),/ 
report of the Legislative Research Council are worth special note. 
The report of the Council.- Tot~ school co~t.s in Massachusetts 
have increased 179 per cent in ten years. The cities and towns carry 
77 per cent of the cost burden per year. State aid pays 22 per cent 
6,/ 
of the cost, federal aid only 1 per cent. The percentage of school 
costs assumed qy the state compares poorly with the national average 
of 41 per cent. 
The largest revenue source for school expenditures comes from the 
local property tax. Massachusetts ranks second ~ong the states in 
local property tax collections per capita and fourth in local property 
tax collections as a per cent of indivich~ol income. It has been 
pointed out in similar studies that property owners carry more than 
their fair share of the tax bvxden. On the other hand, the major 
source of revenue for the state school aid fund comes from income 
tax collections. Suggestions for improving the state aid fund through 
an increase in the graduated income tax has met with opposition from 
1/Legislative Research Council, Increasing State Aid for Schools, and 
Group Accident and Sickness Insurance __ fo~_Town ~<?Z~· Senate No. 570, 
Februa~J l, 1956. 
6./School costs increased 179 per cent in ten years while state aid 
increased but 13 per cent. See page 33 for 1947 report. 
those in higher income brackets, many of whom are now paying large 
local property taxes. 
3.5 
The report further points out that the 1948 law is to some degree 
obsolete. The law provides that the state will pay up to $130 per pupil 
as a minimum cost plan. The exact amount to be paid to each city or 
town is determined qy the equalized valuation method previously noted. 
The $130 figure is unrealistic in that the lowest cost per ~upil in 
any city or town is well over $150. Also, the law limits the age 
range for state aid. The seven to sixteen a~e range excludes those 
pupils who begin school at age five or less, or those who graduate 
from the high school at an older age. Further, the state equalized 
valuations are more than ten years old and do not take into account 
the changes in valuations due to new construction. 
The purpose of the school aid program is to equalize educational 
opportunity so that students in poorer communities may have some of the 
benefits previously reserved for those in wealthier areas. The report 
of the Legisl8tive Research Council would indicate that with outdated 
' provisions in an outmoded law, this purpose cannot be successfully 
achieved. 
Pressure groups and state aid.-- Some statement as to the need 
for increased state aid to education is included in the legislative 
policy platforms of every organization discussed in Chapter II. 
However, suggestions as to how the state will finance an increased 
school aid fund are obviously lacking. The League of Women voters 
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has written in its 1956 Legislative Platform that •the state has 
11 
a responsibility for education," The group, however, could not reach 
agreement as to how to finance an increase in the school fund. The 
Legislative Program of the Congress of Parents and Teachers has a similar 
statement suggesting that Massachusetts increase its aid at least 
z:.l 
equal t.o the national average of 40 per cent. A letter was sent 
from the Congress to the local organizations for the purpose of polling 
members on suggested tax sources. The state Aid Cempaign Committee, 
sponsored b,y the Massachusetts Teachers Association, carried on a 
hard, two-year fight for increased aid. The Committee spent close to 
$70,000 in a campaign which included the publication of special 
materials, paid adwertising, and the hiring of experts in public 
11 
relations programming. In all of the state aid bills proposed b,y 
the MTA during and after the special campaign, the only hint given of 
a method by which to raise the needed funds is the suggestion that no 
more than half the amount should come from the income tax source, 
The bills of the statewide Committee for School Aid.-- The statewide 
Committee for School Aid, discussed in detail in the previous chapter, 
recognized that some revenue source must be found by which to raise 
!/The League of Women Voters of Massachusetts, State Legislative Program 
~. January 26, 1956, P• 2, 
£/Massachusetts Congress of Parents and Tee.chers, Inc. , The General 
Legislative Program, October 14, 1955. 
J./The Massachusetts Teachers Federation, "State Aid," The Nassachusetts 
Teacher (May, 1953), 32:20, 
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the needed funds, Af'ter studying the tax structure in Massachusetts, 
it was felt that there •rare only two sources that could be tapped. 
One bill presented before the 1956 Legislature callen for an increase 
in the graduated income tax. The second bill proposed a 1 per cent 
tax on retail sales. Either bill, if passed, would have doubled the 
school aid fund to about $48,000,000. 
School aid creates pressures on the Legislature.-- In addition 
to the two bills of the Statewide Committee for School Aid, other 
proposals were presented to the 1956 Legislature. All the bills 
generally involving the school aid ~lnd, and most of the other money 
bills presented to the Committee on Education, were lumped together 
into one bill calling for another special commission to study the 
problem. 1956 is an election year and it is to be expected that little 
will be done to disturb any segment of the voting population, Whenever 
the issue of new or increased taxes is involved, there are always those 
who will have to carT"J the burden. Those in the low income groups, 
with the support of the unions, oppose a retail sales tax. Others with 
larger incomes oppose increased income taxes. 
There has been loud shouting about school needs, local shortages, 
and unequal educational opportunities. It apnears that many recognize 
t.he problem but few are willing to pay the cost.s. Pressure groups must 
be willinf to assume the responsibility for revenue raising proposals. 
Unfortunately, LegislBtors will ePRCt new state aid laws only when 
they feel confident that the voters are willing to pay for good education. 
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3. Minimum Salary 
The issue of a state minimum salary law for te~chers dates back 
"t least to 1916 when the Massachusetts Teachers Federation (no;r the 
MTA) called for action requiring a minimum wage of $500 per year. 1./ 
Within the last few years there have been two or more minimum salary 
bills on the docket of each legislative session. The Committee on 
Education of t.he 1956 Legislature listed a total of eight bills with 
six different nl'i.nimums suggested. The bills ranged in minimum salaries 
from $2700 to $4000. A compromise figure of $3000 was reached. by the 
Committee on Education and favorably reported by the House ''lays and 
Me1'ms Committee. Th<o bill awaits the vote of the whole Legislature. 
It is exrected that, if there is not too much opposition from the 
few towns paying less than $3000, the bill should become law. 
Recent minimum salary laws.-- Legislative process is slow, but 
the minimum salary law has been significantly changed within A few 
short years. The speed up in legislative action might be noted in 
1949. In that year a new minimum wage lat; required that teachers 
be paid $1800 per year in towns of under $2,500,000 valuation and 
$2100 per year in towns of over $2,500,000 valuation. The year 1951 
brought an increase to $2100 and $2300, and a year later the present 
minimum of $2300 and $2500 was enacted. If the new bill is passed, 
the tmm valuation provision will be eliminated. 
Minimum salaries anci. state aid.-- According to an }ITA study of 
1./The Massachusetts Teachers Federation, 11 ftn Act," Common Ground 
~ecember, 1916), 1:19. 
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teacher salaries in Massachusetts, many towns are payine a starting 
]J 
salary equivalent or little above the minimum waee law. Another 
stud:' by the NTA Director of Research indicates that in a ten year span, 
from 1944 to 1954, Massachusetts dropped from fourth to tenth place 
'!:./ 
in teachAr salaries on a comparative stat"> salary table. No doubt 
the low salaries in the small economically depressed towns are pulling 
Massachusetts down. If the school aid fund were fulfilling its 
intended purpose, perhaps the poorer towns would not have to offer 
unattractive salaries in comparison with the wealthier towns. The 
Legislature may be doing "first things second" b.\' post1Jonine: an increase 
in state aid and enacting a higher minim:urn salary. The new mini= 
salary bill, however, is a forward step in educatiorallegislation • 
. 4, Retirement and Pensions 
Every year the docket of the Committee on Pensions and Old Age 
Assistance is filled with suggested amendments to the teHchers 
retirement law. Legislative sessions since 1945, the year the present 
law was passed, have produced amendments calling for improved benefits, 
Previous to 1945 no new retirement law had been passed since 1914, 
Some of the general provisions of the law, effective as of Ja~ary 1, 1946, 
were: 
]./Massachusetts Teachers Association, Salary Schedules of Public School 
Teachers in !>1assachu8etts a_s of Seutember 1955, Research Bulle~in No. Nl. 
'!,_/Fred E. Pitkin, '"vJby Can't the BaY State7, 11 The Massachusetts Teacher 
(January, 1955), 34:16, 
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1. Employees contribute 5 per cent of their full regular sal~. 
2. Retirement is compulsory at the end of the month in which age 
70 is reached. Voluntary "t"etirement is allowed at age 55. 
3. Retirement allowance is 2 per cent of total compensation 
received for each year of service. 
a. For the years 1937 through 1945 the 2 per cent must not 
exceed $2600 for each year. 
b. Prior to 1937, 2 per cent is taken for the last five years, 
not to exceed $2600 for each year. 
4. An additional 1 per cent is allowed for the first $15,000 
of total regular salary. 
5. 1/4 per cent is taken off for each month of retirement prior 
to age 65. 
6. One may enter the system up to age 55. 
7. Maximum retirement allm;ance is 80 per cent of the average 
year's salary for the five year period in >rhich the teacher's 
1/ 
salary was at its highest. 
Amendments to the retirement law.-- In order that those teachers 
retiring before January 1, 1946 might further benefit by the new law, 
amendments were passed to increase their minimum 'cension allm;ance and 
to improve the method by which they received the allowance. Special 
provisions were made for calculating retirement benefits for1hose people 
who had begun to pay into the fund before 1946 and were still teaching. 
J:.fThe Massachusetts Teachers Federation, 11 The New Retirement Plan," 
Ti1e 11assachusetts Teache;: (October, 1945), 25:5-6. 
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In 1952, after a two-year "fight, 11 an amendment was passed allowing 
teachers to count arry extra salary, earned under contract, toward 
retirement credit. In the same year a small in~rease in pensions was 
granted, increased payments for additional annuity were alloHed, 
and the time in which to purchase retirement credit ,.,as extended. 
Also, employees were allowed to count to1;ard retirement credit the 
time in which workmen's compensation was received. 
New methods for determining allowances have been adopted taking 
into consideration the teacher's age in relation to his yeers of service. 
As of 1954 teachers are allowed to complete the year in which they 
reach age 70. The 1955 Legislature removed all date deadlines for 
buying credit into the retirement system. 
The retirement la1< in relation to other legislation.-- The 
retirement law is an involved document subject to chanr:es in each legis-
lative session. Since 1951 a Special Commission has studied pension 
laws and made various recommendations. Teacher organizations have 
worked hard botio to improve the retire!T'.ent law and to safeguard those 
benefits which have already been achieved. The retirement plan is 
an important issue, and the gains it has made are impressive; however, 
it is but one piece of educational legislation. Some of the work which 
goes into pressuring for an improved retirement plan might well be 
directed into other legislo.tive channels. 
5. M2rital status and Tenure 
Since 1914 Massachusetts has had a tenure law which provides that 
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teachers >rho have served in a schoo]_ systern for three consecutive 
years must be put on tenure. Amendments have been added to the law 
changing the causes for dismissal under tenure. These amendments 
h3ve also provided that teachers be notified of their dismissal within 
a certain period of time, that they be informed of the charGes against 
them, and that they be given B chance to answer the charges. 
One of the acce?ted causes for dismissal under the tenure law 
was the marriage of women teachers. In more recent year~ it came to 
be recognized b,v many school administrators that a change in marital 
status did not necessarily effect the competency of teachers. In many 
cases, married women made better than average teachers. 'oiith the beginning 
of the increased numbers of school children in the public sc:,ools and 
the resulting shortage of teachers, school administrators began to hire 
more married women. 
Married teachers felt that they were entitled to the same tenure 
rights as others. For some years administrators, teachers, ;md parents 
fought for a bill which would prohibit the dismissal of teachers because 
of marital status. Pressures from those who still held outmoded ideas 
about married teachers prevented the bill from becoming law. Finally, 
in 1953, legislation was passed to prevent school systems from dismissing 
teachers on tenure because of 2_ change in marital status. 
6. Teachers Colleges 
Educators feel that much attentiop must be given to improving the 
state teachers colleges in order for these institutions to meet the current 
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needs of the public schocls. The MrA, the Superintendents Association, 
the Congress of Parents and Teachers, and the League of Women Voters 
have been workin[C for legislat.ton to improve the inadequ2.te personnel 
and facilities at the colleges. As mentioned in Chapter II, League 
members have been invited to sit on snecial commissions of the Legis-
- 1/ 
lature to study the needs of the colleges. 
In 1952 a committee of the Massachusetts School Superintendents 
AssociatiOn reported that 11the teachers colleges of Massachusetts 
?:.! 
continue to be financially starved." The re9ort further indicated 
that two of the colleges were not accredited by the \lllerican Association 
of Colleges for Te::.cher Education, Later in the same year, the 
Legislature passed three bills for the improvement of the colleges. 
One bill increased tuition fees, one called for large sums of maney 
to be spent for construction at various colleges, anci the third provided 
that the state take over the Boston Teachers College which had previously 
been supoorted 'btJ the city of Boston. 
Special commissions of the Legislature have been studying the 
problems of the colleges for many years, but little legiBla.tion has 
been enacted. Improved facailities, higher pay for te~chers, 3.nd 
state sup~orted scholarsPips have been some of the suggestions made by 
commissions and interested groups. Legislation for the state teachers 
colleges is one of the most urgent issues before the Legislature. 
1,/See Chapter Ir, p. 28. 
?:./The Massachusetts Teachers Association, "The Teachers Colleges," 
The Massachusetts Teacher (January, 1952), 31:17-18. 
7. Special Classes 
Ttlithin the past few years the state has assumed a large proportion 
of the costs for the education of mentally retarded a.nd physically 
ha.ndicapped children, P2.rents a.nd teachers have supported legislation 
to improve the facilities available for special classes. 
In 1952 a bill was passed requiring the state to reimburse cities 
and towns for the cost of operating classes for blind children, A 
commission was established in the same year to study the facilities 
available for retarded children, 
In 1954 a special division of the Department of Education was 
set up to supervise all education for handicapped children supported 
in whole or in pa.rt by the state. The state also assumed the costs 
for transporting certain handicapped children to special schools. 
The commission, established in 1952, was revived. 
According to a 1955 law, five or more physicallylandicapped 
children must be given special classes. The law also includes provisions 
for hospitalized children. Another special commission was set up to 
study the training facilities available :for retarded children, In 
addition, the state assumed certain costs of conducting special classes, 
approved b,y the Department of Education, in certain regional school 
districts. 
It is now regarded as a social rest)onsibility to care for the needs 
of handicapped and retarded children, With pressure from parents and 
educators, the state has recognized that it must assume some of the cost 
burden for the education of these children. 
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8, laws to Protect School Children 
The responsibility of the public school toward its students does 
not begin and end with the course curriculum or subject matter content, 
There are legislative areas dealing with the general welfare of the child, 
and in these areas, parents, the school, social agencies, and the police 
cooperate in pressuring for laws to protect school children. In order 
to gain some insight into the wide range of legislative activities 
concerned with the welfare of school children, a few of the areas 
will be discussed. 
Liguor laws.- In 1954 a bill was passed limiting licenses for the 
sale of alcoholic beverages near schools and churches. Business interests 
have since attempted to modify the law or to extend its date of enforcement, 
but these attempts have met with defeat. 
Working hours.-- The hours in which certain school children may 
work are regulated by state law. The 1955 Legislature further limited 
the hours in which school children may engage in street trades to those 
hours between 6:00 A.F. and 8:00 P.M. (formerly 5:00 A.M. and 9:00 P.M.). 
1.1 
Juvenile deliguengy.-- The League of Women Voters and the Congress 
5:.1 
of Parents and Teachers have given much support to legislation for 
juvenile protection, They have been particularly int,erested in better 
probation and parole services including state support for the construction 
1/League of Women Voters, state Program 1955-1957, Current Agenda Item II, 
September, 1955. 
5,./See Congress work, Chapter II, PP• 24-25. 
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and operation of detention centers. It is their belief that juveniles should 
be kept in detention centers rather than jails. 
In order to combat juvenile deliquency, the state will pay up to $4500 
for a school adjustment counselor and up to $2250 for additional counselors. 
This la1-1 Wc.s enacted by the 1955 Legislature. 
Air rifles and bean blowers.-- A bill on which parents, teachers, and 
protection agencies worked together was that regarding the sale and use of 
air rifles and bean blowers. In 1951 an act was 0assed prohibiting the 
manufacture ~.nd sB.le of beanblowers. •\nother act regulated the sale and 
use of air rifles and BB guns. 
Physical examinations.-- Physical examinatj_ons of school children have 
for many years been regarded as an essential pa.rt of the school program. 
The improvement and e:>."tension of this program has met w-ith the support of 
many groups. In 1951 a bill w~s passed making physical examj_nations less 
frequent but more thorough. In 1954 the Department of Health agreed to 
lJrovide annual tests of sight and hearins by trained personnel. A 1955 
law provides for the examination of feet by a school physician or a 
chiropodist. With greater emphasis on mental health, it is conceivable 
th~.t a 195:'1 bi)_l, calling for the establishment of compulsory mental health 
programs in >:·t'.hlic school, might some day become law. 
9. In Opposit.ion to Legislation 
There are pressures on the Legislature from many a.nd varied interest 
grouTJs. Some of these !='ressuresappear to be a potential danger to those 
interested in maintainins the freedom of the public schools. Bills 
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intended to limit the powers of the school committee or the superintendent 
are submitted to every legislative session. Special interest groups 
pressure for the enactment of legislation requiring that particular 
subjects be taught, The pressure groups, working in the interests of 
the public schools, recognize the need for fighting against "bad" 
legislation as well as fighting for "good" legislation, as they define 
these terms, 
The oowers of the school committee,-- With:i.n the last few years, 
a. bill, commonly referred to as the "Mayor's Bill," has been introduced 
and supported by mayors and city councilmen throughout the state. The 
bill calls for a limitation on the financial independence of school 
committees. The powers taken away from the committees would be transferred 
to the mayors, the city councils, or boards of selectmen. An article 
in the Massachusetts Teacher of December 1950 pointed out that the 
school committees of this state were not as fiscally independent as 
J.l 
the national average, Seventy-two per cent of the school committees 
of the nation are fiscally independent, 
Teachers organizations, the Massachusetts Association of School 
Committees, the Massachusetts Congress of Parents and Teachers, and 
other interest groups have worked hard to defeat this bill. Their efforts 
ha.ve been successful for the "Mayor's Bill" has never passed the 
Legislature, although the bill has been brought up in many legislative 
sessions. 
J)The Massachusetts Teachers Federation, "Too Much Power?," The Massachusetts Teacha 
(December, 1950), 30:13-14. 
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The school leaving age.-- In Massachusetts students are required 
to attend school until the age of 16, or, under special circumstances, 
they are permitted to leave at a younger age by consent of the superinten-
dent. There are interest groups who favor raising the school leaving 
age to 18. They have also proposed legislation which would take away 
the right of the superintendent to ex~1se people under age 16. 
Educators have opposed changes in existing laws for they recognize 
the problems of individual students who mcight benefit from leaving 
school at age 16 or under. Teachers groups and the Congress of Parents 
and Teachers have successfully blocked attempts to enact legislation to 
change the school leaving age. 
Town taxes and public schools.-- in 1952 a law was passed requh·ing 
that the local real estate tax show the proportion of tax rate devoted 
to public school supnort. Succeeding Legislatures have faced bills 
proposing the repeal of this law. Petitions for repeal have been 
submitted by the Massachusetts Collectors and Treasurers Association 
and the Association of Massachuset·t;s Assessors. 
Required subjec~- State law requires that certain subjects be 
taught in the public schools of Massachusetts. Generally, these require-
ments do not cause significant changes in a school program for they hsve 
previously been regarded as an essential part of the curriculum. Such 
was the case in 1949 when a law was passed requiring local history and 
government to be taught in high school. Similarly, in 1952 the Declaration 
of Independence and the Bill of Rights had to be included in the cu..."Ticulum 
of the elementary schools and high schools. The 1953 Legislature made 
music a required subject, 
So lone as proposed requirements do not infringe upon the rights 
of the individual schools, or cause unnecessary and worthless changes 
in the curriculum, educators do not strongly object to the bills. 
However, in the years 1954 and 1955, bills were submitted which would have 
set a precedent of unwarranted legislative influence over the school 
curriculum. For example, it was proposed that final examinations be 
required in all elementary schools and high schools on the Declaration 
of Independence and the United states Constitution. Further, it was 
suggested that the passing of an examination on the United States 
Constitution and the state constitution be made a requirement for 
graduation from high school, A bill which would necessitate the 
teaching of cursive writing in elementary schools and a bill requiring 
the showing of safe driving films in all high schools were presented 
to the Legislature. These four bills were opposed ~J educators who felt 
that the schools must maintain their independence in determining 
standards and requirements. None of the bills passed the Legislature. 
CIIAFTER IV 
T!B INFIDENCE OF PRESSURE GROllPS 
Educational legislation has been achieved as a result of tho cooper-
ative action of many pressure groups. The level of success attained in 
pressuring for bills is dependent upon many ve_riables. Act.ive S'l.pport is 
needed, but the extent to ;rhlch 2. group works for the passaee of a ))articular 
bill depends upon the philosophy and objectives of the organize.tion. It 
furth8r depends upon how nruch SUJlfOrt can be nrustered fror the ve.rions 
f~ctions Nithin an organization. Controversi;el bills, such as the st8te aid 
issue, may not fet the full S'~c'r·ort of an organizetion because of disagree-
ments within the group as to the content of the bill or the extent to which 
pressure activities should be carried. Since there are many opr:osing rressures 
on the I.egislPture, those grour:s workinr:; for rositive l<egisl<tion must be 
active and ;rell-or[;anized. 
1, Politics and Professionalism 
Far too many teachers feel rest.ricted in stating their :Joli tical views 
for fear of necative comnrunity reaction. Much of this fear is unfounded 
for the test has never been tried. Teacher or[aniz2t.ions whl_ch are, in fact, 
pressure grou;)s deny the use of th5.~ descrirtive term. It ;.s the feeling 
that pressuring or fighting for rolitical issues, even though tr:ese issues 
involve educat5.on, is 11unprofessional. 11 · Professionalism is 2n ambieuous 
-50-
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term, interpreted in varying ways by d.ifferent individuals, It is a term 
wh5.ch has an inherent danger of causing stagnation because it is made an 
excuse for inHctivity, 
There are significant questions which educators must ask themselves 
if Massachusetts is to be a leader in public school education. \mo is 
responsible for good 8ducation7 If teachers are partl:• responsible, what 
is the best method of a.ction7 Has the potential political strength of the 
J 
teachlng profession been utilized? How might teachers organizations 
cooj::erat.e among themselves and with lay grou;?s? 
The resDonsibility of the profession,-- Educators are quick to defend 
their rights i11 the administra.tion and curriculum of the schools, AdnJinj.stra-
tion and curriculum, however, do not begin and end in che individual school 
on the loca.l level. ~ch of what h2.ppens is dict2.ted by state legislation, 
as may be noted in th8 previous chapter. The autononzy- of the local school 
system is a thing of the past, The rie;hts reserved for the loc9.l schools 
are protected only by t.hose who are a1-:are of legislative activities at the 
state house. 
\·lith r5.ghts come responsibilities. And who is better acqu:.inted with 
th8 needs of the pubJ.j c schools than the educators? The teacher who works 
with mentally" retarded or physicall,y handica;:oe>ecl children appreciates sta.t-e 
aid for speci2.1 cJ.gsses. The teacher 1vho observes the tired and J.nat.tent.ive 
student understands the need for stat.e regulation of working hours. There 
is no one better qualified to judge the buyi;ng po;Jer of a teacher's salary 
than the teacher himself, 
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The potential influence of teachers,-- A recent book, published by the 
American Federation of Tee.chers, states tha.t the teacher has a definite 
1/ 
place in politics, The union feels that teechers should not be regarded 
as a separate cle.ss of people whose freedoms must be ljmttecJ because of 
the ne.ture of their profession. Cm the contrarJ, it is the unicn' s belief 
that teachers, by their background and education, have much to contribute 
to the polit,ical life of the country, Teachers have the right to an expression 
of opinion and the responsibility for action in public affairs. 
The -~ is a branch of the ft~erican Federation of labor and, as such, 
must consider itseli a politicaJ_ pressure grouc:" The teacher is pictured 
as a salaried worker whose working conditions and benefits are dependent 
upon the supe>:intendent, board of education, city council, or state 
legislature. His situation is, therefore, much the same as the.t of the 
workinc: man ancl. hfl should have simil3.r opport,un)_ties for collective bargaining. 
The Massachusetts Federation of Teachers ident,ifies its cause lfith 
that of the Central Lbor Union, t,his group re]Or?senting 650,000 members. 
This is an impressively laree figure but one must consider that it includes 
workers in various occupations anci_ it does not indicate how many teachers 
are involved, The :Eassachusstts Teachers Association claims a memb<>rship 
of 20,000. A l_J teccchers do not necessarj_],y belonz t0 either the ''IT A or the 
MF'i'a There is a large grOUIJ wh' ch belongs to neither organization, many of 
these being teachers in the Boston school systel'l. Nc doubt, t.here is a 
1/Commtssion on Educational Reconstruction, Organizing the Teachi!"g Profession, 
The Free Press, Glencoe, ID.inois, 1955, ym. 70-71. 
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larger potential strength in mwbers yet to be reached. 
large membership fieures in a single organization is not necessarizy the 
criteria for political strength. A disinterested membership is of little 
value in pressure politics. A small group, loudl,y and often heard, has more 
effect. at. the state house than a large but disinterested group, r~!'resented 
by a lone legislative agent. 
Teachers are a vital part of society and, because of +,heir unique 
position, hold a great resource of potential political strer.gth. It is not 
suggested that promiscuous uee be made of this strength by way of drastic 
pressure activities, but rather that the teachers• knowlAd[e cfthe profession 
and public school system makes them responsible for improved educ~ct.ional 
legislation. 
When te2chers are themselves convinced of education's needs to the 
ext.ent that they are willing to fight for new laws, thee' may then e=ect 
to gain surport from lay grou,,s. The polit.ical activities of the :U.azue of 
'·Iomen Voters ancl the Massachusetts Congress of Parents and Teachers have 
previously been noted. The cooperative action of these organizations 
and other la.y groups will assure :U.gislators that educational bills h2ve a 
wide public interest and support. Teachers must assume the responsibility 
for educating themselves, the public, and the :U.gisla.tors on current school 
problems and needs. 
2. Varying Approaches to Legislation 
If agreement is reached and action decided, a group will attempt to 
get the support of other pr~ssure interests. Coorerative act:Lon, however, 
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is prevented when groups, working toward a similar goal, differ as to the 
best metl::od for achieving the goal. This may be not.ed in the widezy 
differing legislative biJ~s on a similar subject, There is some truth 
to the belief that a large number of bills on the legislative docket might 
indicate wide interest in the subject. Hm<ever, a single bill, endorsed by 
many interest groups, may have a greater influence on Legislat.ors, The3' may 
feel more confidence that the particular proposal has the support of large 
numbers of people. 
A new minimu.m salary.-- The minimum salary issue brought forth, in the 
1956 Legisl~ture, eight different bills varyin~ from a $2700 to a $4000 
minimum. The Massachusetts Teachers Association submitted a bilJ for the 
lo-.rest minimum salary of $2700 in tmms of under $2,500,000 valuat)_on and 
1./ $3000 in tovms of over $2,500,000 valuation, In 1955 the MTA had"supported 
?:1 
a bill for minimums of $2800 and $3000, The Connnit.tee on Education 
lowered the previous figure by $100 and sent it. to the House 1tia3'S and Means 
Committee >r!"ich passed it in its amended form. Kothing more was done in 
the 1955 session. Perhaps believing that the Legislature would feel more 
inclined to>rard a similar bill in 1956, the MTA submitted the amended 
proposal. 
Mr. Chase, president of the Massachusetts School S'~;oerintendents 
Association, submitted a bill calling for a straight $3,000 minimum salary 
1./General Court of Massachusetts, House Documents, Volume 1, House Number l29, 
1956. 
g,/¥.assachusetts Teachers Association, "Our IAe:islBtive Program, 11 The i~assachu­
setts Teacher (N'Irch, 1955) 34:16, 
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for all cities and towns. The Massachusetts Federation of Teachers (ii.FL) 
proposed $3000 and $3500, the mnount to be determined by the pr<ovious]y 
?:.1 
noted town valuations, The other five proposals were S'..t~':tted ~J indivi-
dual legislators, the highest mininnun salary bill being $3,500 and $4<>00 
according to town valuations. 
The bill passerl by the House 1-Iays and Means Committee fixes the mini-}/ 
mum salary at $3000 for all cities and towns. It eliminates both the lower 
figure of the Massachusetts Te"lchers Association and the higher fi:oure of 
the Massachusetts Federatio'C. of Tcechers. · It is open to debate w·hethe,- or 
not concerted effort for a higher minimum salai";)' would he.ve produced an 
im9roved piece of legisb.t.ion. 
Pressu~e oolitic~ of the !·ITA and MFr.-- One may ask, is it good 
pressure politics to SUG,';est legislation which is kno,,m tn have the 8lJ.lJport 
v'.' :nost Committee members? On the other hand, is it better to propose 
a biJl 1·d.th hi)Oher goals in the hope that strong support might sway Legis-
leto!"s t01,rard an imp!"oved la•r7 The Federation takes the latter vieH while 
the ETA appeers to take the> former. This is observable on other issnes 
b8sides the minil1!Um salary law. For example, the union pro)osed a bill 
requiring that tE"achers who were not to be rehired for the follow:i.nc; school 
],_/General Court of l1assachusetts, Hou:oe Do~~nts, Vol11me l, House Number 703, 
1956. 
?,./General Court of l'assachusetts, Senate Documents, Volume 1, Sen<>te Number 203, 
1956. 
1/See Chapter III, Pl'· '38-39. 
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year must be noti.fied in writing by }l.g_rch 1st. The NTA bills called f'or 
~I 
an April lst date. No attemJ:Jt wilJ be made to judge the rolatlve merits 
of' the two bills f'or the dC\te decided upon by the Legisla+,ure was April 
J.l 
15th. It is onl;,,- significant to note the dif'ferinc acoproachc,s to a 
simil~tr issue, Although the MrA and the Federation may be workin(! toward 
2. slmila.':' goal, their nolitical philosophies dictate dif'f'erences in pressure 
action. 
3, Opposing Factions 
GairLinf' the coopel:"ative supl)ort of' various intere,; ';s is only Ute 
beginning of' the battle f'or educational legislation. These int.erest groups 
lllUst be prepared to meet strons op,cosition f'rom other factions. There are 
many such f'actions act,ive at the stat,e house and they re,-·rPsent brge numbers 
of people whose political strength is felt by Legislators. Like the MTA 
and the Federation of Teachers, these groups publish stat:LsticaJ data 
designed to influence the public and the Legislators, MaP.y such reports 
are printed but one example may be noted. 
The ~'.assachusetts Federation of Taxpayers Associations is an active 
pressure grOUIJ. Recent};:-, a special education bullet5.n was distributed 
±/The Boston Teochers Union, "Legislation 1950, 11 The Boston unJ ::.n Te_~cher 
(February, 1950), 4:5. 
YThe ~ssachusetts Teachers Feder::tion, "New and Notes, 11 The Massachusetts 
Teacher (February, 195~ 32:19. 
J./The Massachusetts Teachers Fedel!ation, "Legislation, 11 The tassachusetts 
Te~ (October, 1953), 33:17. 
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by the Fedt>ration of Taxpayers in which 1.ras ;::'Ublisbc,d 
1/ 
tive te"lch-ors' salar.i.es with other occupations. The bulletin urged that 
3 11broadened conce:;::>t of municir.ql fiscal nAr?ds 11 T..vas required, 11 not the 
narro« compartmentalized concept of ee.rmarked aiel for on8 or brc favored 
:nrograms. 11 This referred to t.he state airl te> school"'. The report further 
points out tha.t the st~_tist.ics on st"te airl are di~tort"d 1Jecanse part of 
the aiel ci ven to tm·!'1S f0r undesigncted "C'Ul"'--..ose2 is turned ovAr to school 
su1,rort. It is ste.ted, h01<ev2r, that Massachusetts is still "well below 
the nati.m-..::-~. 2vera.fe in state financine; of scl:ools. 11 
In discussine- tec.chers' salaries, the bulletin clain·s th."t Massachuset,ts 
gcii_n_s a.s IT.'1.n.1r teachers fro·m other .stat.c·-s es it loses, and thzt it is 
other consider'at -·u~rs rather than sal2.ry scbednles which cause the losses. 
Th(:J avBrar;e ye2rly calary of' women teachers is cc~are·3 \vith othP-r 
oc~u~ .. ':l.tj_ons and the fie.ure is higher than that of' seco:--et~ ries, nurses, 
social workers, and other skilled workers. A co'1D"'lrative salary ricture 
for men teachers is not civen. 
Further fifures are :;iven on school enrolLYJients anG. c l::lss size. The 
report inaicates that <~e ar8 not in a worse condit,ton t.h'ln we '"""''e in 
1930, anCl_ Hi th incr8ased personal income, the needs o: the sc:b.ools can 
be met. It is claimed that the school problem is localiz-ed. Less than 
8 per cent of the schools are overcrowded, a11d +.he avere.c·e cl~.ss size in 
1953-54 was 27.7 pupils per teacher. 
YMa.ssachusetts Federat·,_on of Taxpayers Associations, Taxt:1lk, Volume 22, 
Number 7, 1955. 
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The bulletin of the Massachusetts Federati.on of TaXCJayers is widely 
read and a~:mreciated by those> who are heevily taxed. It is not. the 
puroose of t.he author to prove or disprove the da.ta presented, but rather 
to point out that such mc>teria.l exists, is read, end influences meny 
peo}Jle. 
Pressure grours working for biles on education cannot hoo:'e to meet 
t,he stren::;th of opposir.~ interests unless the~· 2re well-informed, active, 
and in full SUfJJCOrl of a logislative ,-.osition. 
CHAPI'ER V 
SUMMARY Jl.ND CONCLUSIONS 
This study of pressure influences on the Massachusetts Legj.:slature 
was rrompted bJ the feelinr; that a larze numcer of teachers a.re 
uninformed o::- r.isinformed in the area of educational legislotion and 
lezislative procedure. The author feels that teccchers have an irnport~t 
role to :nlay in the formation of bills and in the enactment of laws. 
Fress=e _colitics, or lobbyinc ;_s not a diegraceful procedure, but 
rather, it is an accepted 2r..d useful action in a democrAtic government. 
Interest grours are ne.tura.l to a country whose citize'1s are exr,ected 
to te informed a.'1ct active in ublic affairs. Pressuring is an. exrression 
of the will of a 1Jeo:cle. 
Sorne of the abuses f8 1.l_!!C. in l)ressure politics hev'~ been litnited 
by state and n<tiona.l lobby l:cws. Paid lobl:J:•ists must be registered 
with the Legisleture anc a fina.ncial statem9nt must be submitted indi-
cating tbe amount of mone;· apent on lobby activities. Indications of 
coerc:ive !""'ressnres on Legislators are q_uickJy tnve.-=;ticated .?nd prorer 
action is taken. 
There a.!"~ m[l.n;r interest groups who enclorse edu C2,tional bills and 
others who actosely work for the passar;e of legisla.tion. Some cf the 
latter grCUCJS hc.ve been included for st.ud;y in tr'is pap0r. The 1:"e"'orts 
on the legislative activities of these groups were obts.ined through 
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personal interviews with either the org3nizat:i.on's legislative agent 
or w"i th a well-in.i'ormed member. further data 1>? s <;athered from nmterials 
published by these organiza.tions. In some instances, the area. of 
education'lJ_ legislC~tion in which the grOllp has be<On most "tctiveJy 
int.erP.sted has been "loted. Each ore:anizat'·_on has a speci'll committee 
on legislation Fhich meets t.o decide on the hills to "e introduced 
i10 +.he ne.me of the organization and the bills tc he endorsed. Special 
liter"lt.u"e is dist>rihuted t>o memhe>rc and i"l+.erested inc',ivicl.u?.ls 
informing them of the cosition that the organizat;_on h2s taken and 
urgine; their support. Members are asked to speak wit,h citizens in 
their comrn:mi ties and to co"ltact their State Representatives pe!'sonal1y 
or through letters. 
The profession,.l or[;CtPizations studied include the Massachmcetts 
Teachers 1\.ssociation, the Massachusett.s Federation of Teachers, the 
Massechusetts School Superintendents Associet'_on, and the Boston 
TeacheY-s Alliance. The latter organizaticJn is p·im;•ri1;:- concerned ,rit.h 
the welfare of Boston teachers so that most of its activities are confined 
to legishtion dealing with the Boston school system. The Alliance, 
however, lends some sul_Cnort to stateor.ide educational legislation end 
its endo!'sement of bills provides added pressure u~·o"l Legisl8tors. 
The Superintendents Ae-cocie.tion holds a SDecio' ··'l"ce in lPfislative 
act:'_uities for the sunerintendents are the peoc··lc who are resnonsible 
for carryinE- out stat.<e ler;i<el2.tion. They P.re ;_,.,, B positian to see the 
need for an~ the consequences of new laws. It h~s been :oointecl out that 
the teaching professjon nrust carry sor<e of th~ responsibility for 
influencing Legishtors. Be; ng aa:tive T)artici :rants in thP field of 
educat,ion, te2chers 8:re in t.he best :90sition +,0 jedge the ~~roblems 
2.nd needs of the profession and the TJublic schooJ s. 
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The legisletive act.ivities of the M8se.achusett~ Congress of Parent.s 
Bnd Teachers, the Le8£U8 of Women Voters, and the StateNide Comm_i..ttee 
for ScC!ool Aid h2ve alsn been studied. Pressure frc'l'1 the teaching 
T)~C'fes ccion is onl:• the begin"i nf. The reti ve support of la;)' e;rou,-,s is 
required if lobbc,,ing is to be effective. The st.ot.ewide Commi.ttee for 
School Aiel is a s;:>eci8l committee made UT) of leo.6j.n7 members of 
various orcanizati..ons. Its ')UJ"Ioose is to work ST)ecificall;y- for increased 
stat.e aid to education. The Congress of P8rents anc' Te2cher8 is 
primarily conceroed with legislation for the welf'c're of children. 
~~ost educational legislation is, of course, beneficial t'J pupils and 
teachers alike, and tte Congress with its larg·e and growing membership 
hcs great potentiaJ. political strength. The Leae;11e of Women Vot,ers 
studies many and varied types of legislation. Educ2tion is " part of 
the League's general program, and there ar"" particular areas of educ8.tion 
in which it i:o especially interested, In recent Y3".''": the teachers 
colleces have been one of the major areas of stud:.c in the Lea[}le rrog;ram, 
Some of the significc=mt educ2.tionA.l lee;islati.on, en~. ctEci in recent 
years an~ of statewide interest, h8s been examined. Material was 
gathered from periodicals of various organiz'ltions and from stete house 
documents. In the arec.s of minimum salary, marit.al st8.tus ancl tenure, 
certification, special classes, and retirement benefits much proEress 
has been made OV8r the past ten years. Tn a seven year peri0r'l, 'l.nd 
including the pend;_nc salar;;r bill, the m:inilllllm yearly saler;r for teachers 
has been increased by $1200. According to " 1953 law, marHal status 
may not be regarded as a just cause for the dismissal of teachers on 
tenure. A certification law for teachers and adrninil'trators was 
enacted in the 1951 Legislature, :md since that year further provisions 
h·we been added to the law. Since 1952 vaJ:>1.cus bills h"ve been ''"ssed 
giving st"-te "-icl. to special classes for :ohysically h;m0.ic2p]Ced and mentally 
retarded children. The 1955 Legislatt,_re pa.ssed a new retirement. la.w 
w~-:;j ch ha_s since been amended to include increased bene:fits. 
The issue of increased state aid to schools and the problem of 
facilit-ies at the state teachers colleges are still vital items on 
the legislative docket. A recent report by a special committee of 
the Legislature roints out that the state o:cays but. 22 peJ:> cent of the 
cost of school while the netionaJ averar:e is 41 per cent. It is 
further noted that the 19~-8 law, which sets the amount of state aid 
to be distribtcted to towns, is obsolete in that town valuations and 
costs r<"r "Upil have ch~nged. The teachers colleges oclso are in need 
of more financial assistance. Adequ2te rersonnel and :facilities are 
needed at. a time ,.,rhef1 good te::_chers arP dem;:;nded. 
It mocy be concluded thct in som<e arPas of education'l.l lAgislation 
!1C'.ss2chusetts h<:1.'3 m-?cle impressive gains over the 02.st fl'?!t-T ;\,..ears. 
However, i:f Massachusetts is to con:pare :favorebly with othPr areas in 
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state sul"port to :oublic educetion, then much legisl2tion may be expected 
in the future. Good educ;,t"'-on is the responsibility of everyone who 
has evPr attended or indirectly benefited from public school edncetion. 
!~ore particulArJy, te."che,·s must be awakened to the needs and problems 
of the schools to the extent that they are informed on ec1uce"tional 
issues and anxicus to wori< for the ooessR,"e of legi",-1 otion. "~ healthy 
understa"nding of the rol'' of pressure grou,"S anc' the ;'l2ce of the indi-
vidu9.l in this governmental ::~rocess is la.ckiDt: a:J7J.Onf man3r teachers. 
Profession2l peo~::.le must leHrr1 t.h2t lobb=rl_n~-· is OYle of thC>se s~ec5_P.l 
rights of a democracy whicl" is r,reserved th,.c;ugh effective anr honorablP 
use. 
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